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BOOK OVERVIEW
Tess and Finn are due to play football but Tess 
oversleeps. As she rushes to get ready, she loses her 
sock and football boot. Before they leave, Tess tries 
to feed the rabbit but finds no food and has to feed 
it garden vegetables. On the way, they get stuck in a 
traffic jam and Dad makes them even later by driving 
around the back streets. By the time they get to the 
match it is almost over. Luckily extra time is given 
when a dog stops play. The players are tired but Tess 
and Finn run on and score the winning goal.

AFTER READING
Return to the text:

 ● Ask the children to fi nd action verbs that describe how 
the characters played football (e.g. dribbled, sprinted, 
tackled, kicked). Ask: What do dribbled and tackled 
mean in the story?

 ● Let the children pretend to be Finn or Tess and ask them 
to retell the different problems they encountered in 
sequence order.

 ● Use the comprehension questions at the end of the 
book to talk about the story.

 ● If time permits, ask questions to explore the story further.
What two items had Tess lost? How often did Tess think 
she needed more time? Why did Finn think everything 
was a disaster? What food did Tess give her rabbit? 
What phrase tells us that the players’ legs were tired? 
How did Tess and Finn score the fi nal goal?

Follow-up activities:
1. Suggest a new scenario when the family are late for 

another event, such as a wedding, the cinema or 
catching a plane for their holiday. Ask the children 
to think about all the problems the family might face 
along the way until they get to their destination. What 
happened at the end? You could write the ideas on the 
board, or ask children to draw the characters and write 
a speech bubble for each.

2. Give each of the children a copy of the PCM. Ask the 
children to create a comic strip version of the story to 
show their grasp of the story’s sequence and events. 
They can write simple sentences under each one and 
then share it with others in the group.

GUIDED GROUP READING

BEFORE READING
Book introduction:

 ● Look at the front cover with the children. Ask: What is 
going on in the picture? Where are the children? What 
does ‘extra time’ mean?

 ● Read the blurb. Ask: How do you think Finn and Tess 
might feel as they rush to the football match? How do 
you think they will get there? Will they miss it?

 ● Encourage the children to share their own experiences 
of watching or taking part in a sports match or activity. 
Have they ever been late? What happened?

 ● Show and practise reading the tricky words in the book.
 ● Write the following words on the board: yelled, said, 
urged, shouted, muttered, cried, called, sighed, 
wailed, cheered. Discuss how these verbs are used and 
what their meanings are.

Strategy check:
Recap with the children how to use a range of comprehension 
strategies to understand the characters, setting and events.

 ● Remind them to be ‘story detectives’ by using clues in the 
text (inference skills) and by fi nding evidence to support 
their ideas (deduction skills).

 ● Ask them to predict what might happen next.
 ● Tell them that the punctuation in the text, especially in 
the dialogue, will help them know how to read with 
expression and will help them understand what the 
characters are thinking and feeling.

 ● Encourage the children to use phonics skills to decode 
any new words. If they struggle, remind them to use 
other strategies, e.g. recognising sounds and spelling 
patterns in words, reading root words before endings, 
breaking words into syllables, checking that a text makes 
sense, picture cues, etc.

 DURING READING
Independent reading:

 ● Ask the children to read independently while you listen to 
each child in the group.

 ● Cover some of the pages, such as pages 13 and 23, 
and ask the children to predict what will happen next.

 ● Check that the children know what the football 
vocabulary means, e.g. referee, score, pitch.

 ● Use questions to enable the children to build up a fuller 
understanding of the story. Ask: What is another word for 
‘rummaging’ (page 4)? How does Finn know that they are 
going to be late (page 9)? What is Tess’s dad’s idea for 
getting to the football match more quickly (page 16)?

EXTRA TIME
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Extra Time

In each box, draw and write the main events of the book in the order 
they happened in the story. Use the book to help you.
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